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1st Responder Autism Training
for Law Enforcement, First Responders,
Criminal Justice Personnel & Security

January 30, 2018
8:30 am - 2:30 pm
FREE - LUNCH PROVIDED
$10/pp donation suggested

There over 3 million people in the United States on the Autism Spectrum, with diagnoses on the 
rise each year.  Even more importantly, people with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) are 7 times 
more likely to have a 911 encounter than a neurotypical person. As the number of those with 
ASD increases, so do the amount of special needs calls into our first responder agencies.  These 
special needs calls are often high risk for both the ASD individual and the responders and lack 
of understanding and information can lead to injuries, and in some cases death.

Therefore, it is imperative that first responders, law enforcement, resource officers, criminal 
justice professionals, security personnel and other public-facing positions be educated in 
recognizing Autism and best practices in interacting with this special needs demographic to 
ensure the best outcomes for all involved. 

The Autism Society of Colorado is opening a special statewide 6 hour training session 
conducted by veterans from law enforcement and fire departments. The session will focus 
on tools for agencies to address Autism-related field contact situations, communication and 
behavior, sensory issues, de-escalation techniques, and detaining/arresting/restraining and 
custody issues. The session will also provide information on how first responders can recognize 
an individual with ASD, and discuss how specific incidents were handled. Special tactics, 
response techniques, patient care, search and rescue, and actual incidents will be reviewed; 
including incidents highlighting police responses, fire rescue, rescue from heights, motor vehicle 
crashes, and emergency medical responses.

*****6 hours of CEP credits can be applied for*****

Registration is limited to 300 and will close on January 25.
Please register early to ensure your spot!

TO REGISTER: www.eventsasc.org/events
QUESTIONS: Julie Wismann - development@autismcolorado.org or 720-214-0794

PPA Event Center
2105 Decatur St

Denver, CO 80211
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